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SATELIT-3, THE III-GENERATION LIGHTNING ARRESTOR 
 
MACMET has the privilege to offer world’s most advanced lightning protection system brought to India by 
DUVAL MESSIEN, the world renowned French multinational hi-tech engineering company engaged in 
research and development in the field of lightning protection for over 170 years.  Their latest product, 
‘SATELIT-3’, is an advanced version of ‘Early Streamer Emission’ (ESE) lightning protection device that is 
highly sophisticated and a generation ahead of other ESE devices in the market today. 
 
SATELIT-3 was originally developed for defence establishments of major western powers to provide 
complete protection to their zone-zero installations, mainly because the conventional simple rod 
(including Faraday Cage) and Generation II ESE devices failed to cope with lightning strikes under 
following climatic conditions. 
 

• Under stormy or cyclonic weather, the charges collected from natural surroundings tend to break 
down or fritter away, thereby exposing the structures to lightning strikes. 

 
• Unable to cope with repeat strokes (that can occur within 50 milliseconds) because, after the first 

discharge, they cannot collect enough charges from nature for the second strike within such a short time. 
 

• Statistics says, while 90% of lightning strikes are negative, 10% are positive in character and 
strike immediately after a negative strike.  Simple rods/Gen II ESE systems are not equipped to 
ground positive lightning because they cannot collect negative charges from nature within such a 
short time. 

 
The SATELIT-3 is a powerful electronic device that can function effectively under all the above mentioned 
conditions.  It is today protecting sensitive and critical military and civilian establishments including 
nuclear plants, space centres, telecommunication stations, explosive dumps, radar stations, airports, 
refineries, telecom towers, IT parks, high rise buildings, hospitals, etc. 
 
SALIENT FEATURES 
  

• SATELIT-3 is a proactive intelligent ESE lightning protection device based on complex logic 
electronic circuitry and is self-powered by a 6-Volt Ni-MH battery on board that is permanently 
kept charged by ‘daylight’ solar panels fitted on the device.   

 
• It has built-in sensors that can detect in advance an impending lightning strike, including its polarity, (-) or (+). 
 
• In the event of an imminent lightning strike, it generates high voltage charges of opposite 

polarity at the tips in the range of 35 to 45 kV and triggers off powerful upward leaders, which 
meet the downward lightning in mid air about 35-80 m above the tip and channelise the same 
safely to the ground. 

 
• Powerful upward leaders can withstand wind velocities of cyclonic conditions thereby ensuring 

continuity, repeatability and reproducibility in safe grounding of repeated lightning strikes even 
under severe stormy conditions.  Further, since it can detect the polarity of the approaching 
lightning in advance, it can switch the polarity of its own upward streamer and ground both (+) 
and (-) lightning strikes without any difficulty. 

 
• Higher the meeting point, larger is the protection zone.  Hence, the radius of protection is 

substantially more than simple rod. 
 
• SATELIT-3 has a built-in ‘self-check’ mechanism that continuously monitors and transmits its 

health condition via radio signals every 90 seconds. The radio signals can be received with a 
hand held remote ‘tele-tester’ device from the ground. 

 
• SATELIT-3 is totally maintenance free. 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
 
The SATELIT-3 consists of a robust stainless steel shell (304 L), which houses the heart of the 
system i.e. the electronic circuitry and various associated components.  These are protected 
against damage due to electrical or mechanical shock loads by encapsulating them in an inert 
flexi dielectric polyurethane resin block.  The hot encapsulation process used in manufacturing 
ensures excellent tightness and long term protection against damage.  It is perfectly suited for 
installation in chlorinated environments, high humidity climates or exposed industrial sites. 
 
The spark gap unit, made of solid 304L 
stainless steel is designed to conduct lightning 
currents greater than 180,000 Amps. 
 
The entire system is powered by a 6 volt Ni-MH 
type battery which is permanently kept 
charged by three numbers indestructible, 
flexible ‘day light’ solar cells coated with 
‘Ethylene Tetra Flouro Ethylene’ (ETFE) co-
polymer material.  Apart from being adhesion 
resistant, it does not turn yellow or crack up 
over time. 
 
SATELIT-3 has an ‘in-built’ testing mechanism 
and a transmitter on board, which constantly 
checks the operation of various electronic 
circuits and components, including the 
polarization of the tips.  The data is transmitted 
through an antenna and radio signals at 
standard frequency, every 90 seconds. 

 

 
HAND HELD REMOTE CONTROL TELE-TESTER 
 
o To confirm whether the SATELIT-3 electronic components are functioning properly at all times, 

including polarization of its tips, a hand held remote control device called ‘Tele-Tester-S3’ is provided.  
When programmed, the Tele-Tester can receive the radio signals, transmitted on a continuous basis 
by SATELIT-3, once every 90 seconds. 

 
o The audio-visual display on Tele-Tester annunciation panel indicates the results.  These tests can be 

performed from a distance of 100m and testing is completely safe even on a thunderstorm day. 
 
o A single Tele-Tester instrument is capable of communicating with 729 different Satelit 3 units by 

simply punching in the individual unit’s 9 digit code number. 
 
o The Tele-Tester is powered by a 9 volt PP-3 type battery and weights only 200 g. 
 
CODES & STANDARDS 
 
The SATELIT-3 Lightning protection device fully complies with French Standard NF C17-102 (July 1995), 
Spanish Standard UNE-21-186, JP and I-20 and the installation of down conductor follows IS 2309, British 
Standard BS-6651:1999, IEC 62305, NFP 781 etc. 
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PERFORMANCE TESTS 
 
In order to meet the requirements of statutory regulations and the demands of market, DUVAL MESSIEN 
has conducted extensive research and vigorous tests on SATELIT-3 in accordance with the French 
standard NF C-17-102 (July 1995) as shown under. 
 
(a) High voltage tests at independent and internationally reputed approved high voltage laboratories 

at: 
 

o Centre D’Essais de Bazet High Voltage Laboratory, Bazet, France (Test Report no. 1092-02 
dated 09 January 2002.  Test carried out on 23 November 2001, witnessed by representative 
of Lloyd’s Register of Shipping). 

o Korea Electrotechnology Research Institute (KERI). 
o Wuhan High Voltage Research Institute, State Power Corporation of China. 
o Polytechnic Institute, Kharkov, Ukrain. 
 

(b) The SATELIT-3 has also been tested for high current test at ALSTOM, Centre d’Essais et de 
Recherches de l’appareillage, Cedex, France.  (Test Report no.4551 dated 18.06.2002). 

 
SATELIT 3 MODELS & PROTECTION RADII 
 
The SATELIT 3 range comprises three models with different performance characteristics to suit the extent 
of protection required: 
 

Φ SATELIT 3-25 Φ SATELIT 3-45 Φ SATELIT 3-60 

The protection radii of SATELIT 3 are computed in accordance with formula defined in the French 
Standard NF C 17-102 (July 1995) and based on ‘triggering advance’ timing of the lightning conductor, tip 
height from the surface to be protected and the level of protection required in terms of lightning intensity 
as defined under: 
 

• Level I – all lightning strikes above 3 KA intensity 
• Level II – all lightning strikes above 10 KA intensity 
• Level III – all lightning strikes above 16 KA intensity 
 

Hence, the protection radii provided by different models of SATELIT 3 (installed 5 m above the highest 
point on the surface to be protected) for different levels of protection, are tabulated below: 
 

SATELIT 3 Models Level of Protection Radii of Protection (Tip height h – 5m) 
Level I 53 
Level II 69 

 
SATELIT 3-25 

Level III 78 
Level I 79 
Level II 97 

 
SATELIT 3-45 

Level III 107 
Level I 100 
Level II 118 

 
SATELIT 3-60 

Level III 129 
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TYPICAL INSTALLATION OF SATELIT 3  
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TYPICAL INSTALLATION OF SATELIT 3  
 
(Please see Sketch) 
 
One or more SATELIT-3 Lightning arrestors may be required to protect a structure or a zone, depending 
upon the area and the level of protection desired. 
 
1. General: 
 
The Lightning Protection System shall be installed in full observance with International Standard NF C 17 
102 : (July) 1995 (Protection of structure and open area against lighting using Early Streamer Emission 
air terminal) and follow BS 6651 1999 (Code of practice for protection of structures against lightning) and 
IS:2309:1989 Standards. 
 
2. Air Terminal:  
 
The Satelit – 3 shall be installed on a high spot of the building, such as top of lift machine room or water 
tank, etc., so as to clearly dominate all other structures.  It will be fixed to an extension mast made of 
structural steel or GI pipe and installed such that the tip of SATELIT-3 shall be at least 5 meters above 
the structure to be protected and properly secured in a vertical position.  If necessary, guy wires may be 
provided to improve stability of the mast. 
 
3. Down Conductor: 
 
The SATELIT-3 shall be connected to the earth terminal with a down conductor made from high 
conductivity tape/ of bare/electrolytic copper or GI of minimum 75 sq. mm cross section (25 x 3 mm).  
The tape shall be fixed to the building/structure, along the exterior surface with saddles and clamps 
every 500 mm apart.  The bottom 2 m length of the down conductor shall be encased in a PVC sheath to 
prevent accidental human contact during a lightning storm. 
 
If opted, there shall be an electro-mechanical lightning counter located above the PVC sheath.  The 
counter shall have capability to record all lightning strikes grounded by the system, above  
1 kAmp intensity.  Just below the lightning counter, there shall be a ‘test joint’ to isolate the down 
conductor from the earth terminal network during periodical inspection or testing of the earth pit 
resistance. 
 
If the height of the building is above 30 m, two down conductors shall be installed as per Standards and 
equipotentially bonded with each other at the top and bottom and every 20 m gap.  The down 
conductors shall also be equipotentially bonded with any other parallel metallic lines (such as water pipes, 
roof antennas, etc.) if they are within the range as per Standard. 
 
4. Earth Terminal: 
 
The SATELIT-3 shall have its own dedicated earth terminal for each down conductor in accordance with 
Standard.  Each earth terminal shall consist of 3 nos. earth pits each with 16 mm dia x 2.4 m long 
molecularly bonded copper on steel electrodes installed 600 mm below the ground level and joined to 
down conductor as per ‘crow feet’ or ‘delta’ configuration. 
 
The earth pits shall be treated with ground enhancing chemical compound, TEREC+, which will 
substantially reduce the earth pit resistance.  The top of the earth pits shall be finished with brick 
masonry work and a heavy duty CI.  The final resistivity of the earth terminal, as per BS and IS 
Standards, should be below 10 ohms. 
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5. Maintenance: 
 
The SATELIT-3 lightning arrestor is totally maintenance free through out its life span of approximately 25 
years, except the 6 V NiMH battery, which has a life of 6-7 years.  When informed, Macmet shall replace 
the same free of cost.  The earth terminal, with TEREC+, is also maintenance free for 15 years.  The 
down conductors must, however, be subjected to routine inspection to ensure continuity at all times. 
 
 

 
OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF SATELIT – 3 
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OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF SATELIT – 3 

 

 During a thunder storm, the sensor evaluates the probability of impending lightning strike by 

sensing the following: 

  

a) Quantization of electrostatic charge; 

b) Rate of change of charges being built up; 

c) Polarity of the charges. 

 

 The data received is transmitted to the signal processing module. 

 The signal processing module analyses the data and transmits the same to the tip polarization 

circuit through a timer. 

 

Meanwhile: 

 

 The daylight cells keep the battery fully charged. 

 The battery excites the low voltage circuit to 600V. 

 The Signal processing unit continuously assesses the step 1 parameters through a feedback loop 

to re-confirm an impending lightning strike. 

 If there is an exponential increase in the intensity of the descending leader (indicating that a 

lightning strike is eminent), the high voltage circuit is activated to step up the 600V to 35,000 – 

45,000V at the tip. 

 This condition results in release of an upward streamer to meet the downward leader 25-60 m 

away from the tip. 

 The lightning is thus channelised through a predefined passage via the down conductor and 

earthing arrangement safely. 

 The entire electronics is constantly checked for proper functioning through an inbuilt self check 

circuit. 

 The condition is transmitted every 90 Sec through an inbuilt radio transmitter and an antenna on 

board.  These signals can be picked up at the ground level with a hand held remote teletester.  

The teletester is actually a trans-receiver capable of monitoring 729 different SATELIT-3 devices. 

 The SATELIT-3 is powered by a 6 volt Ni-MH battery, permanently recharged by indestructible 

flexible day light solar cells. 
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EVALUATION OF GEN-II AND GEN-III LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS 
 
 

Sl. 

NO. 
FEATURES GENERATION II GENERATION III 

 

1. 

 

Systems evaluated  

 

(i) PROTECTOR of Duval Messien 

(ii) SATELIT + of Duval Messien 

(iii) DYNASPHERE of Erico 

(iv) PREVECTRON of Indelec 

(v) PULSAR of Helita 

(vi) FRANKLIN 

etc. 

 

(i) SATELIT 3 of Duval Messien 

 

 

 

 

2. 

 

Strength of Upward 

Streamer 

 

Availability of static charges is limited to charges collected within 

the collection area of the structure and its natural surroundings.  

As a result, the strength of emitted upward leaders and its 

electrical field becomes thinner and weaker as it goes higher up. 

Hence, there is risk of its breaking down and failing to 

synchronise with the downward leader, particularly 

under stormy conditions. 

 

Being a static generator of powerful electric 

field created by constant 35-45 KV pulses at 

the tip, the emitted upward leader does not 

become weak as it goes up. Further, as the 

upward leader moves higher up, it is supplied 

with more static charges by the inbuilt static 

generator.  Hence, it can withstand high wind 

velocities even in cyclonic weather conditions. 
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Sl. 

NO. 

FEATURES GENERATION II GENERATION III 

 

3. 

 

Synchronization 

 

The downward lightning can be negative or positive.  

Statistically, 90% are negative while 10% are positive. Quite 

often, a (+)ve lightning strikes immediately after a (-)ve 

lightning at the same spot with a time gap of  about 50 

milliseconds. Hence, a Generation II system fails to respond 

to a positive lightning, because it cannot collect necessary 

negative charges from its collection area or the 

surroundings, within such a short time. 

  

 

The sensor in the Generation III system is able 

to detect in advance the polarity of the 

descending lightning. It then generates, within 

few microseconds, the charges of opposite 

polarity by inducing 35- 45 KV pulses at the tip. 

 

Hence, a generation III system can successfully 

respond to repeated lightning strikes of any 

polarity.  

 

4.  

 

Performance Testing  

 

ERICO system cannot be tested, which is mandatory as per 

clause 7.2 of NFC 17 – 102. Other Generation II systems 

can be tested once in a year by bringing down the system 

or lifting a 15 kg tester up to the device. 

 

The testing mechanism is inbuilt in the 

Generation III system, to check both, the 

components and sequence. The system health 

condition is transmitted every 90 seconds via 

radio signal. A hand-held remote monitoring 

device can receive the signals at ground level 

from a distance of 100 meters at any time.  
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Sl. 

NO. 

FEATURES GENERATION II GENERATION III 

 

5. 

 

Rejections and Failures 

 

The ERICO system is banned in Europe, as there has been 

series of failures and non-performance incidence.  Further, 

no Generation II system can be marked as ‘risk free’ system 

because it cannot respond to positive lightning and upward 

streamer can break down under stormy conditions. Hence, 

they cannot be used for critical applications, such as 

explosives or inflammable substances and other critical 

equipment. 

 

Generation III is a ‘risk free’ system, which has 

been tested by various military organizations 

and has been developed in association with 

EDF to protect thermo-nuclear councils. The  

Generation-III system is designed for a 

reliability of 10-6 risk perception.  It is, 

therefore, presently the most reliable system in 

the world. 

 

6.  

 

Lab Tests 

 

Performance tests are conducted in various laboratories. 

However, no current test has been performed on Generation 

II devices.  

 

Performance tests are conducted in various 

laboratories. In addition, current test at 

180,000 Amps has been conducted by CERDA 

lab of ALSTOM, France. 

 

 

7. 

 

Down Conductor 

 

Clause 3.1.2 of NFC17 102 Standard prohibits usage of 

coaxial down conductors, which is used by ERICO. 

 

Follows the installation guidelines of BS-6651, 

IS-2309, NFC17 102…etc. standards. 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Question What is an early streamer emission (ese) lightning conductor? 
 
Answer In thundery conditions, when a lightning approaches the ground, an upward 
streamer can be generated by any conducting surface.  In the case of a simple FRANKLIN rod, 
this upward streamer is not triggered until the last moment.  Hence, it meets the downward 
lightning very close to the tip. 
 
In case of an Early Streamer Emission (ESE) Lightning Conductor, this upward streamer is 
triggered off much earlier so that it meets the downward lightning away from the tip. 
 
The triggering advance timing is the average gain in triggering time of upward streamer of the 
ESE lightning conductor as compared to a simple rod. This gain is expressed in μs and generally 
results in upward streamer meeting the downward lightning 25 – 60 m higher than the meeting 
point achieved with a simple rod.  As a result, the radius of protection provided by an ESE 
lightning conductor, computed as per French Standard NF C 17-102, is considerably more than 
the radii of protection achieved with a simple rod. 
 
In the case of SATELIT-3 ESE lightning conductor, the built-in battery powered electronic system 
generates 35-45 kV pulses at the tip to trigger off very powerful upward streamers, which meet 
the downward lightning even earlier than a Gen-II ESE conductor.  Consequently the radii of 
protection provided by SATELIT-3 is even larger than Gen-II ESE conductors. 
 
Question As per which clause of code NF C 17 –102 is SATELIT 3 regarded as superior 
system compared to SATELIT + ? 
 
Answer NF C 17-102 is a standard, which defines the minimum criteria for ESE active 
lightning protection devices. It does not define the evolution of devices and leaves the scientists 
to determine the methodology to be adopted for achieving the active state. Any active device 
needs to fulfill the stringent testing criteria’s as per this standard. 
Both SATELIT + and SATELIT 3 devices meet the NF C 17 - 102, UNE, JP & I-20 standards. 
However, SATELIT 3 is a later development and an advance version incorporating several new 
features, which make it a truly advanced lightning protection devise superior in performance to 
SATELIT +. 
 
Question What are the main differences between SATELIT 3 and SATELIT + 
 
Answer The evolutionary differences between SATELIT + and SATELIT 3 are given below 
: 
SATELIT + SATELIT 3 
Collection of charges is dependent upon 
natural surroundings and upward streamers 
can break up under stormy weather 
conditions. Hence, continuity and 
repeatability becomes uncertain.  

Inbuilt self-powered electronic circuitry generates   
high voltage pulses at the tip (35-45 kv), which 
triggers off powerful upward leaders that can 
withstand cyclonic weather conditions. Hence, 
continuity and repeatability is assured. 

Tips are always polarized with + ive charges 
due to natural phenomenon. Hence, only – 
ive lightning strikes can be grounded with 
this system. As per statistics, approximately 
10 % lightning strikes are + ive in 
character. 

Inbuilt sensors continuously detect the 
electrostatic charges building up in the cloud 
including its polarity and based on intelligent 
processing, the polarization of the tip is + ive or   
- ive. Hence, both, – ive and + ive lightning 
strikes can be grounded without any difficulty. 
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Testing of SATELIT + is cumbersome and 
requires a 15 kg tester to be carried to the 
device or vice – versa. 

Has built-in self check mechanism, which 
continuously test the health of various systems 
inside the unit and results are transmitted every 
90 seconds via radio signals and an antenna on 
board. A hand held remote tele-tester device from 
the ground can pick up these signals. A single 
tele-tester can monitor the functioning of several 
SATELIT 3 units (up to 729 units). 

The SATELIT + does not work on any 
power input. 

A 6-volt Ni-MH battery on board powers the 
electronic circuitry in SATELIT 3, constantly 
recharged by ‘day light’ solar cells fitted on the 
external body. 

 
 

Question Does the code talks of upward leader, source of collection, response time to 
lightning and response to repeated lightning strokes? 
 
Answer NF C 17-102 covers the following: 

a. External lightning protection installation (ELPR) 
b. Equipotential bonding 
c. Earth termination systems 
d. Anti - corrosion protection 
e. Special measures 
f.  Inspection and maintenance 

Upward Leader 
Clause 2.2 of NF C 17-102 defines upward leader but does not discuss the methods to obtain the 
upward leader in order to synchronize with the downward lightning effectively.  

Source of collection 
Appendix B of the standard determines the calculation of the collection area of a structure. 
However, the method of generation and collection of charge within the collection area or in-built 
self-generation mechanism has been left to the scientists.  

Response time to lightning 
Clause no 2.2.3.2 and 2.2.3.3 clearly defines the concept of triggering advance in response to the 
lightning and the radius of protection with respect to the triggering time. However, the standard 
does not define the method to obtain the triggering advance or the power of the upward leader 
required to provide an effective drain path to the lightning. 
 
Repeated lightning strokes 
Table D-14 of Appendix D of the standard specifies the time of repeated lightning strokes. 
However, it does not insist upon the time span of repetition on the test bench of an ESE system. 
It only specifies that 100 lightning strokes shall be applied to the ESE device and the average 
triggering advance shall be considered as triggering advance of the particular ESE device. 
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Question How do you define "level of protection"? 
 
Answer CLAUSE 2.2. 3.3 of the standard defines the level of protection as level -1,    
level -2 and level - 3  as follows : 
1. The radius of protection is defined as level - 1 when it is protected from a lightning whose 
striking distance as per rolling sphere method is considered as 20 meters (i.e. 3 KAmps). 98% of 
lightning strikes are in level – 1. 
2. The radius of protection is defined as level - 2 when it is protected from a lighting whose 
striking distance as per rolling sphere method is considered as 45 meters (i.e. 10 KAmps). 95 % 
of lightning strikes are in level – 2. 
3. The radius of protection is defined as level - 3 when it is protected from a lighting whose 
striking distance as per rolling sphere method is considered as 60 meters (i.e. 16 KAmps). 80 % 
of lightning strikes are in level – 3. 
 
Both SATLIT + and SATELIT 3 devices meet the above level of protection. However, in a 
SATELIT  + (or similar other devices), the continuity and the strength of the upward leader is in 
question, because the upward leader purely depends on charge collected from the natural 
surroundings, whereas in the case of SATELIT 3, the upward leader is continuous because 
powerful charges are self generated and independent of natural surroundings. Hence, 
repeatability and reproducibility of upward leader is assured and takes place time and again. 
 
Question How does the protection level gets affected with change in the length of upward 
streamers? 
 
Answer As per the NF C 17 102 Apendix A, Sec A 3.2, the protection radius is computed 
as per formula – √h(2D-h) + $L(2D+$L), where $L is the length of the upward streamer. If 
the upward streamer gets broken, the entire calculation of the radius of protection gets defeated. 
Hence, continuous and powerful upward leader isessential in order to reproduce the specified 
radius of protection each and every time. As explained earlier, in SATELIT +, the continuity of 
upward leader is uncertain. Hence, under stormy conditions, it may not be able to provide the 
level of protection as specified. Whereas, in SATELIT 3, because of a powerful in-built high 
voltage self-excitation mechanism, the continuity and strength is maintained even under cyclonic 
conditions and same level of protection is assured at all times. 
 
Question Is SATELIT + commercially available? 
 
Answer Yes, a SATELIT + unit can be arranged for a client where cost is of prime 
importance. However, SATELIT 3 is the most advanced system available today in the world and a 
generation ahead of SATELIT + technology. This technology has been in use since 1992 for 
military application and since 2003 for civilian / commercial world. In the context of its 
overwhelming advantages, the SATELIT 3 is strongly recommended for all high risk and sensitive 
establishments, particularly those that have electronic and telecom systems installed.  
 
Question Can you forward SATELIT 3 without its self check circuits ? 
 
Answer SATELIT 3 electronic components & circuits are fully immersed and encapsulated 
in polyurethane flexi insulation to withstand 180,000 Amp current. Hence, part separation of 
circuitry is not possible. However, the hand held remote device called tele tester is quoted 
separately and its purchase is optional. 
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Question How to test SATELIT 3 before installing at site?  What is the guarantee that the 
unit being supplied is genuine and will function properly? 
 
Answer SATELIT 3 is equipped with a self check mechanism with a transmitter and an 
antenna to continuously test and transmit its health condition every 90 seconds. The hand held 
remote tele tester device can pick up the signals and indicate its health condition. Hence, before 
a unit is installed, a pre-check is performed at site as follows:  

• The SATELIT 3 is first energized by connecting the battery. 
• Each SATELIT 3 unit has a code number, which is recorded. 
• The tele tester is switched on and SATELIT 3 code number is fed in. 
• A green light starts blinking on the tele  tester. 
• If SATELIT 3 is in a healthy condition, the blinking  light comes to a continuous green 

mode within 180 seconds. 
• As the antenna of the SATELIT 3 transmits its health condition every 90 seconds, the 

green mode is maintained as long as the tele tester  remains switched on. 
• The SATELIT 3 is installed only after the above pre check is successfully completed. 

 
Question What is the source of inherent power? 
 
Answer A 6 volt Ni-MH battery is fitted in side the SATELIT 3 and the same is kept 
charged with 3 nos high-tech ‘day-light’ solar cells fixed on the exterior of the shell. These solar 
cells are the same as used by European space agency while powering their satellites in space 
projects and manufactured by the same Swedish company. The solar cells are coated with ETFE 
(Ethylene Tetra Fluro Ethylene) to withstand the soot of thermo-nuclear power stations with out 
getting coated with dirt. It is highly resistant to environmental impacts, corrosion, chemical 
agents like hydrocarbon and acids, humidity etc. Besides being adhesion resistant, it does not 
crack up over time. The ‘day light’ solar cell can charge the battery within 3 hrs in polar (North  / 
South pole) conditions. 
 
Question How protection is offered to internal components of complex logic circuits?  
 
Answer The tip of SATELIT 3 is separated from the body by dielectric polyurethane resin 
insulator of appropriate gap to minimize the electro-magnetic and electro static interference on 
the components. In addition, a screened room type effective shielding is provided to the internal 
components. Then the whole circuitry is dipped in flexi dielectric polyurethane resin to form a 
solid insulated block. This hybrid is then put in a 304 L stainless steel shell. After this the internal 
components of logic electronics can safely withstand lightning currents of over 180,000 Amps 
intensity. 
 
Several thousand SATELIT 3 units are now operational in real life conditions, protecting 10-6 risk 
perception zones in the nuclear, space, defense, telecom, petrochemical, airports and many other 
sectors. 
 
The table below lists all terrain tests conducted on SATELIT 3 at various independent approved 
international laboratories: 
Voltage test Voltage test Voltage test Voltage test Current test 
Karkhove Russia Wuhang China KERI Korea CEB FRANCE CERDA France 
7/05/2002 21/11/2002 20/11/2001 09/01/2002 10/06/2002 
NF C 17-102 NF C 17-102 NF C 17-102 NF C 17-102 IEC 60 -1 
ΔT =63.5ηs ΔT =66ηs ΔT =64ηs ΔT =67ηs 180 kAmps 
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Question What if the unit fails. How does it act? 
 
Answer SATELIT 3 undergoes a batch destructive test by the military in their labs by 
subjection of the unit to continuous simulated thunderstorm conditions. The product life is rated 
to be 20 years in such conditions. However, if SATELIT 3 ever fails, it will alert the tele tester and 
come to a ‘fail-safe’ mode, wherein the central core of the tip gets connected to the body by a 
switching mechanism and starts acting like a normal Franklin rod. 
 
 
Question What are the other certifications of Duval Messien? 
 
Answer i)    ISO from BVQI 

ii) QUALIFELEC for continuous research and development of innovative                
products 

  iii) MASE for having trained manpower to install in explosive zones 
 
Questions How does SATELIT + compares with other existing technologies? 
 
Answer SATELIT + is one of the most reliable ESE system in its category with over 
40,000 installations in various parts of the world. However, equivalent ESE technologies are 
manufactured by Indelec (Prevectron), Helita  etc. Satelit + is tested in EDF, BAZET and LCIE in 
France and Prevectron is tested in Brazil under independent observations. 
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Advance Lightning Protection System 

 
Select List of Customers in India 

 
CUSTOMER CITY TYPE OF INSTALLATION 
SOUTH   
PHILIPS SOFTWARE BANGALORE SOFTWARE BUILDING 
TCG SOFTWARE. BANGALORE SOFTWARE BUILDING 
SYMPHONI BUILDING. BANGALORE RESIDENTIAL TOWER                        
JUNIPER NETWORK BANGALORE COMMERCIAL COMPLEX 
BHARAT ELECTRONICS  BANGALORE ELECTRONICS FACTORY (SUPER COMPUTER DIVISION) 
SALARPURYA TECH PARK BANGALORE IT PARK 
APOTEX LTD. BANGALORE  
UB GROUP BANGALORE  
HRB HOUSE BANGALORE  
DIVYA SHREE BANGALORE  
G. CORPORATION BANGALORE  
KALYANI MAGNUM BANGALORE  
PHOENIX SOFTWARE HYDERABAD SOFTWARE PARK 
CANVIS SOFTWARE HYDERABAD SOFTWARE PARK 
RELIANCE BUILDER HYDERABAD IT PARK 
ISTA HOTEL HYDERABAD  
DRDO HYDERABAD  
CITY CENTER CHENNAI SHOPPING MALL 
FUTURA TECH PARK CHENNAI  
PRASHANT REAL VALUE CHENNAI  
MPTY TECH PARK CHENNAI  
SIEMENS CHENNAI  
KITKO BIO TECH PARK COCHIN  
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CUSTOMER CITY TYPE OF INSTALLATION 
WEST   
EVERSHINE BUILDER. MUMBAI 17-STOREY RESIDENTIAL TOWER                      
MUMBAI EDUCATION TRUST MUMBAI 10-STOREY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE              
SIDDHIVINAYAK BUILDER MUMBAI 25-STOREY RESIDENTIAL TOWER                     
SETH BUILDER MUMBAI 40-STOREY RESIDENTIAL TOWER                     
INDIAN CARD & TEXTILE MUMBAI TEXTILE MILL 
SHAPOORJI PALLONJI  MUMBAI 60-STOREY TWIN RESIDENTIAL TOWERS 
EARTH GROUP MUMBAI 30-STOREY TWIN RESIDENTIAL TOWERS 
MET UNESCO MUMBAI  
UNITY BUILDERS MUMBAI  
RISHI COLD STORAGE MUMBAI  
KEM HOSPITAL MUMBAI  
SAI DEVLOPERS NAVI MUMBAI 18-STOREY RESIDENTIAL TOWER                    
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTER PUNE SOFTWARE PARK 
ALIBAG BUNGALOW PUNE  
CIPLA PUNE  
SUN & SAND HOTEL GOA  
TISSUTERA MONTY KOLHAPUR SPINNING MILL 
SPENTEX BARAMATI  
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CUSTOMER CITY TYPE OF INSTALLATION 
NORTH   
D.R.D.O DELHI DEFENCE HEADQUARTERS 
TECH. PARK NOIDA  
TECH PARK NOIDA  
TECH PARK NOIDA  

 
 

CUSTOMER CITY TYPE OF INSTALLATION 
EAST   
HUTCH KOLKATA TELECOM BUILDING & MSC TOWER 
BALMER LAWRIE. KOLKATA OFFICE COMPLEX 
MANI KARN KOLKATA 12-STOREY RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX  
MANI SQUARE KOLKATA 14-STOREY IT OFFICE & MULTIPLEX 
RDB BOULEVARD KOLKATA 10-STOREY IT OFFICE COMPLEX  
AIRTEL KOLKATA TELECOM BUILDING & MSC TOWER (50 M HIGH) 
GLOBSYN CRYSTAL KOLKATA IT OFFICES & MULTIPLEXES (60 M HIGH) 
SUNRISE TOWERS KOLKATA HIGH RISE RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX (50 M HIGH) 
NSHM ACADEMY DURGAPUR MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE & CAMPUS 
INDIAN AIR FORCE GUWAHATI MISSION CRITICAL COMPLEX. 

 
 


